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Graffiti Important Things at Sun River
What’s on the wall will influence your life --Read This Twice--they sa"     y; but erasing the wall will remind"

Some people come for the flowers, toeveryone what was there. So a city
is troubled for years, and one of the ways
to live is to learn how to look away.
"Kill the tyrants," lovers of mankind say,
and the religious write firmly, "Jesus saves."
"A wall for not writing on," and "I waited an hour"
are two that commuters must read. And--remember?-
Daniel Boone carved "kilt a bar" on a tree.
But the trees not carved and walls undefaced
mean, "Not even Kilroy was here,"
and millions of us haven’t killed anyone,
or a bear, or even an hour. We haven’t
presumed. And--who knows?--maybe we’re saved.

Interrupting the Boss
He leans away and I know I’ve made
a mistake. Smiles end and his face turns
neutral, correct, watchful. He glances at me
as I talk, and the lesson sinks in:
never presume--he doesn’t want anyone
else to initiate topics. There are lines
around him I failed to see. I end
my talk and accept the timed, careful smile.
I sit down with hurried care that is
a promise: I’ll never do it again.

see them. This year the rain created
whole hillsides of lupine. While the men
hold meetings, their wives visit
and learn how to arrange bouquets.
But the men stay in the hotel
for their conference on status. Why
do they always arrange important things
entering their lives, while women
just busy themselves, holding flowers?

Library
It’s a room where you go to understand, where you change
minds, yours and others, where you hear truth
and see lies and smell fear--and that best
kind of courage, to manage so well there is no danger,
when you sniff a long time, then don’t go near.
What birds forget, and animals will never know,
stays close all through the day; it comes along
when you move and it waits while you stop and hold it
awhile, sometimes by laughing or talking together.
It follows you silently and is there when you turn
and go outside again, seeing across your town:
it all waits as it was, but you have moved.

Say You Are Lonely
More still than a star, one thought shies
by: what if the sky loved you?
But nobody knew? But that magnet in space
pulled hard? But you acted like nothing at all
was reaching or calling for you? More still
than a star going by, that thought stays.
A day at a time, pieces of it glow.
Nobody notices: quiet days.
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